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About This Game

Serious Sam explodes into the second dimension using everything in his arsenal to battle the abominable legions of Mental’s
horde. Pull the trigger to let the heavy ordinance fly in Serious Sam Double D XXL, a completely reloaded version of the indie

sensation Serious Sam Double D with all-new missions, weapons, enemies, and challenges. Pile on the firepower with the
revolutionary Gunstacker and fire all your weapons at once in a symphony of destruction! All that stands between victory and

annihilation is a man in a T-shirt and jeans wielding a great big pile of guns.

Key Features

Serious Action: Unleash a storm of bullets and flame against an unrelenting horde of bizarre and ferocious creatures
hell bent on bringing down the heroic Serious Sam. Clash against Mental’s army across 18 levels in three sensational
worlds from the pyramids of ancient Egypt to the volcanic chaos of Pompeii to the harsh jungles of prehistoric Earth.

Revolutionary Gunstacker: Duel-wielding is for lesser men. Serious Sam Double D’s new Gunstacker allows Serious
Sam to stack any combination of weapons one on top another and fire them all at once. Two shotguns on a laser gun and
grenade launcher? Of course. Four chainsaws and a flamethrower? Yes, please.

Legions of Bizarre Beasts: Clash against classic Serious Sam enemies like Headless Kamikazes, Gnaar, and
Biomechanoids or gun down all new monstrosities like the insane Chimputees, oddball Vuvuzelators, and the
surprisingly sexy Femikazes. Prove your worth and take down four amazingly unique bosses in epic showdowns full of
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carnage!

Challenge Rooms and Serious Secrets: Keep the action coming with a battery of action-packed challenge rooms filled
to the brim with waves of attacking beasts! Get really serious and try to uncover dozens and dozens of secrets hidden
throughout this wild world!
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Title: Serious Sam Double D XXL
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Mommy's Best Games
Publisher:
Devolver Digital, Croteam
Release Date: 30 Aug, 2011
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NO, TOO MANY FLIGHT ISSUES, CANT GET IT TO ADJ TO NEW EXPENSIVE FLIGHT CONTORLER.. Pro: Easy to
learn game, free to start. music is nice, small download, quick to uninstall

Cons : Generic cards / mobs, nothing visually spectacular (no FX or anything), pay to get anything good, many of the game
mecanics are unbalanced (some are pointless, others are overpowered).

Fun pro-tip : If you do want to play this sh*tfest (and why would you?) and want to win constantly, just have cheap monsters
that makes the other lose spellpower (amount of mana gained per round) upon summoning. If he can't cast anything, he can't
win. It's a cheap way to win thanks to no limitations in mecanics.... money money money

But seriously, if you like economics in the slightests, and like simulation games, there is a good chance youd like this game. The
only thing I didnt like about it is that the best way to make money is with the Department store, everything else will become a
money drain if you don't do it exactly right. Also the CPU, even on easy, will do a million things a minute and all at once, so
when a new city come up, they already have 5 stores making profits within seconds. And because of this fact it will almost
always have them making billions within 20 minutes, while you will be crawling to get through the millions. At least thats how it
went everytime I played it. Only have 6 hours so far, got this game on sale for like $1.57. Was expecting to get bored after the
first level, but after an hour and getting #1 on the first level I knew this game was def worth the price. Controls are very good, I
know this because I am average at every game I play but am somehow good at this one. People are saying the controls are laggy
but I haven't noticed it. I don't think there was an option to change sensitivity but for me it's already pretty much perfect.
The one biggest problem with this game is Motion Blur, there's no option to toggle it off for some reason (MiniLadd had the
same problem too). Besides that the game runs smoothly and all the other options are fine. I was never really big on speed
running, but running through these levels and getting top 3 is actually really fun and satisfying.

For anybody with a few extra bucks in there account like me, it's definitely worth it, even more so when it's on sale.

A vid of me playing it:
https://youtu.be/8yaug_Z0Jhw. The gameplay is really bad, hit handbrake once and car goes full angle with little adjustment
abillities.

- The controll setting are also terrible, kept getting a signal on one of my joystics all the time so was hard to sett
  controlls.

- Know i only played 16 minutes, but you really dont need much time to see the problems here,

-Shame the game is bad as i was hyped for a tokyo drift/NFS underground like game.
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CAR X DRIFT ONLINE IS A MUCH BETTER CHOISE FOR A DRIFT SIMULATOR.
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I can not play!!!!!!!!!!!!!F!!! you!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Unable to retrieve additional components required for playback to try again, Please re-play video.. I love the first person view!
The combat is all very standard, but seems to have a number of issues with damage.
I never quite felt like I was in any actual danger. Intended, or not?
The fighting felt like a slog, given the lack of threat.
The 2d art is hilariously mismatched with the 3d first person view, but I kind of liked it.
Overall, I think the game lacks direction. However, if you want an RPGmaker style game, with a first person view...this is the
game for you.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NBahAcqLbps. Rabbits. GARBAGE level. Yeah. I paid one cent for this and 10 other
games. I spent too much.. Fun and simple game, good for passing time.. Beat this game in 1min 52s. LOL. With 58min 08s time
left. ROFL G4me to eZy.

Ma M8´s i did it with:
https://steamcommunity.com/id/Toastymain/
https://steamcommunity.com/id/wyova
. Me and a friend solved the first level without help. Yes, our combined IQ is above 1000
10/10 would boost our egos again. I truly quite enjoyed this gameblack_heartx2*..

The story, for me, is sad, angered and the alikeblack_heartx2*..

This game, for me, required some decent strategy and timing; it's quite fun/satisfying for me, I do recommend that you play this
game:))black_heartx2*..

As well, for me, the art and ambience is quite lovely, I really enjoyed thatblack_heartx2*..

much love, take care, all:))black_heartx2*..
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